
10/8 - Lecture 2  
 
→ Consumer Price Index (CPI):  a measure of  price changes in a weighted basket of  goods 

and services consumed  
→ CPI = (Cost of  basket of  G/S in current year)/(Cost of  basket of  G/S in base year)  
→ This measurement of  CPI is imperfect, as:  

↳ It assumes people buy the same amounts and combinations of  G/S  
↳ It ignores the fact that people will substitute to cheaper alternatives when the price 

of  a good increases  
⇢ ie. CPI overestimates the cost of  living  

→ To deal with the second issue, there are other indices to consider  
→ The “Ideal” Cost of  Living Index  

↳ A: Determine the cost of  a utility-maximising consumption basket in base year  
↳ B: Determine the minimum cost in the current year to yield base year utility at 

current year prices  
↳ Index value = B/A  
↳ This index is calculated based on preferences, not purchases  

⇢ BUT not all consumers preferences are the same  
→ Laspeyre Index  

↳ A: Determine the cost utility maximising consumption basket in base year  
↳ B: Determine cost of  purchasing same consumption basket in the current year  
↳ Index value = B/A  
↳ Laspeyres Index will give a bigger number than the ideal index if  inflation is present  

⇢ This is because ideal index allows consumers to switch to cheaper alternatives  
→ Paasche Index  

↳ A: Determine the cost of  the current year consumption basket  
↳ B: Determine the cost of  purchasing the same consumption basket in the base year  
↳ Index value = A/B  
↳ Paasche Index will give a smaller number than the ideal index if  inflation is present  

⇢ This is because consumers cannot switch to cheaper alternatives in the base 
year → higher denominator → lower index  

→ So, Paasche Index < Ideal Index < Laspeyres Index (when prices are increasing)  
→ Most countries determine inflation from the Laspeyre Index instead of  the Paasche Index  

↳ This is because historically inflation is an issue for economies, so it is better to 
overestimate the level of  inflation than underestimate (as more will be done by policy 
makers to reduce the issue)  

→ In practice, a “chain-weighting” process is used to measure CPI  
↳ Weightings in basket are updated every 5 years using consumption data from the 

Household Expenditure Survey (HES)  



→ The RBA has various key measures of  inflation  
↳ Headline inflation (used for inflation targeting): accounts for P changes in all G/S  
↳ Underlying inflation: excludes volatile and seasonal factors  

⇢ eg. excludes fuel, fruit and vegetables → Shows long term trends  
↳ Trimmed mean: middle 70% of  price changes (excludes top and bottom 15%)  
↳ Weighted median price change: price changes of  all goods are ordered, then a 

weighted median is selected to give an inflation rate  
→ Inflation is the percent change in CPI over a period of  time  

↳ Commonly reported as change from previous quarter, or from corresponding 
quarter of  previous year  

↳ It is an aggregate measure of  price changes, so does not necessarily reflect the 
relative price changes of  specific goods  

→ GDP deflator = (Nominal GDP)/(Real GDP)  
↳ This is also a measure of  price changes, but uses data from the National Accounts 

Data, which is separate from the CPI survey → provides alternative measure  
↳ If  GDP deflator > 1, then nominal > real → implies inflation has occurred  
↳ If  GDP deflator < 1, then nominal < real → implies deflation has occurred  

→ Inflation is considered bad as it has many costs associated with it  
↳ “Shoe-leather costs”: If  prices increase, consumers delay spending and use resources 

as they search for cheaper alternatives  
⇢ Also consumers need to do more to get the money required for a G/S  

↳ “Noise” in the price system: consumers cannot make optimal consumption decision 
when there are lots of  price changes - difficult to communicate price to consumers  

↳ Tax system distortions: eg. bracket creep  
↳ Unexpected redistribution of  wealth: when inflation is higher than expected, 

prearranged wage agreements will benefit employer and detriment employee  
↳ Menu costs: difficult to communicate prices to consumers as menus must be updated  

→ BUT, inflation does have its benefits  
↳ It reduces the value of  real debts  

⇢ This can ‘reboot’ the economy after a debt binge  
⇢ Since GFC, record low interest rates and QE programmes have tried to 

promote inflation to achieve this effect, but have been unsuccessful  
→ Deflation also has costs associated with it  

↳ Real value of  debts increases → debt burden will increase  
↳ Consumers put off  purchases to wait for price fall → will decrease C (↓ GDP)  
↳ Firm’s profit margins decline (prices decrease but wages don’t)  

⇢ Leads to bankruptcy and unemployment  
→ Tradables:  G/S that are traded internationally  
→ Non-tradables:  G/S that are not traded internationally  


